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I've been asking people after their trips if they liked it or not.

854 trip reviews later, here's the % most liked cities:

Mexico City: 100% liked it

Vienna: 100%

Saint Petersburg: 100%

Madrid: 100%

Tokyo: 100%

Belgrade: 100%

Budapest: 93%

Lisbon: 93%

Berlin: 93%

Singapore: 91%

Most disliked cities by trip reviews:

Ho Chi Minh City: 36% disliked it

Bucharest: 30% disliked it

London: 29% disliked it

Canggu: 29% disliked it

Warsaw: 27% disliked it

Krakow: 25% disliked it

Amsterdam: 24% disliked it

Interestingly, almost 1 out of 3 people (29%) going to top destination Canggu have a bad time. Not unexpected because it

takes quite some effort to have a good time there with no choice other than having to drive a motorbike the biggest one.

More than 1 out of 3 people (36%) have a bad time in Ho Chi Minh City. That's also understandable. It's not an easy city

either. Locals are less easygoing than for ex Thai and again you have to drive a motorbike everywhere. Not much public

transport except buses I think
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The divide between 93% of people having a good time in Berlin vs. 29% having a bad time in London is interesting too.

These are two big W-EU cities. It's been said before that London is a playground for the rich. Berlin is more affordable,

spacious, creative and fun I think

We'll see how it changes once more data gets in. Limitations here: data from a subset of people that are nomads, and a

subset of nomads that use my site.
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